**FFA Ag Mechanics Chapter Challenge – Fire Pit!**

*Design and build your own Fire Pit to enter in the Ag Mechanics Division at the Kansas State fair in 2018!*

Fire Pits have become popular additions to patios and decks across Kansas. We encourage all chapters to hold a local contest to construct Fire Pits. Each chapter is encouraged to select their best Pit and enter their winning representative’s project in the State Fair Chapter Challenge Division. One Chapter Challenge Representative per chapter.

Judging of the projects will be based on creativity and quality of workmanship.

* No paperwork (bill of material, blueprint, etc) required

* Enter in Class 950 – Chapter Challenge

* No size or shape requirement. Be creative!

* Judging based on creativity, quality of workmanship, and best utilization of materials.

* Plaque and ribbons awarded to top entries.

* Chapters may bring more than one Pit to the fair, but only enter one in the Chapter Challenge. Pits not entered in this contest may be entered in the appropriate Class 100 division.